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Colour combinations available in stock                

Other colour combinations possible on request. From a wide range of colours Alsico chose a 

selection of fabrics that are kept permanently in stock. This allows us to offer our models in 

other colour combinations that meet the customer’s needs, even at short notice. 

Models: Jeroen Alluyn, Jo Van Wambeke,  

Jennyfer Plasschaert and Marnick Opsomer

Photography: Marc Wallican en Pascale Mertens

Layout and concept: Hannibal
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Content

Legend

Sizes available in stock       

Available colour combinations, but not in stock                              

Other sizes, such as XXS, XXXL, XXXXL,... can be produced as well, of course.

Contact Alsico for MOQ and delivery periods.

This colour combination requires a minimum order of 30 pieces.
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Editorial

Our new collection is logically subdivided by protection 

type. But we would love to highlight some of our most 

remarkable creations and their features. As in the Olym-

pus collection, we’ve paid special attention to fitting and 

shaping, giving the designs a look that is both fashion-

able and athletic. We have also made sure that specific 

protection is now available to a broad audience. We can 

now offer you a suit from stock (see p. 47) that offers 

Class 2 protection against hazards of an electric arc (IEC 

61482-2: 2018). The chosen fabric combination has an 

exceptionally high ATPV value of 26.6 cal/cm2.

Equally special is the suit that meets both protection 

norms against metal (EN ISO 11612:2015 - Class E3) and 

aluminium spatter (EN ISO 11612:2015 - Class D3). The 

same suit also offers protection for Class 2 welders (EN 

ISO 11611 Class 2), in particular for situations requiring 

enhanced protection against welding spatter and grind-

ing sparks. In the same category we have developed 

a vest and trouser combination specifically for heavy 

welding and grinding work (EN ISO 11611 Class 2). This 

suit is also available in stock. For all types of protection 

we have created a women’s jacket and trousers combi-

nation that can be produced on short-term demand. An 

import characteristic is its sophisticated fit, with a focus 

on wearing comfort. 

But Alsico looks at the entire life cycle. For all clothing 

that has reached its end of life, we offer recycling solu-

tions (see p. 10). The entire collection is also CO2-neu-

tral. We are part of a tree planting programme, to com-

pensate for the CO2 emissions associated with both the 

producing and buying of fabrics for the entire collection.

Alsico is not just a sustainable, but also a reliable part-

ner for your project. The company is part of the Alsico 

Group, which in recent years has grown into a global 

player with 21 production sites and 10 business units 

(see p. 4). Being part of the group means that we can 

offer you production security, stability and on-time

delivery. 

Finally, I would like to thank the employees of Alsico who 

volunteered as models in the photo shoot. The beautiful 

pictures are a living illustration of the open and honest 

work culture we stand for. So, as you can see, even at 85 

years Alsico has a couple of new things to tell you.

Enjoy the brochure!

Your Vincent Siau

Alsico proudly presents its new collection of protective and CE-standard clothing. Please pardon our pride, 

but the protective clothing we show you here are without a doubt the showpieces of our new collections. The 

characteristics, the selected materials and the functionality of the clothing show that Alsico - this year marking 

its 85th anniversary - is a global player.

“Alsico is not just a sustainable, 
but also a reliable partner for 
your project. ”.

2 PROTECTIVE / Editorial
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Alsico Group

The production units are owned by Alsico, which means 

that we carry full responsibility for and control over 

working conditions. Thanks to the geographical spread 

of the units, the group is well-protected against re-

gional risks. Production and delivery need never be  

interrupted.

Alsico designs and produces workwear and standardized protective 

clothing. Our clothes are designed based on the needs of the wearer. 

We ensure that employees are protected, feel comfortable and are con-

tent with how they look. Our selection of fabric and material is based on 

quality, function, movement pattern and environmental impact.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alsico was established in 1934. Benard Siau, Chairman of the Board of 

Directors, likes to call Alsico a ‘faminational’, a company that operates 

worldwide, but is guided by the values of a family business. 

“We have always worked on the basis of mutual trust between part-

ners, respect and genuine concern for the people we work with and 

on the basis of an economic, long-term vision.”  

(Bernard Siau, Chairman of the Alsico Group Board of Directors). 

With Gauthier and Vincent Siau, the fourth generation is at the helm. 

They are guided by the same principles: “We believe that family values 

are the reason for our focus on sustainability”, says Vincent Siau.

 

“We ensure that employees can work 
comfortably so they can safely go 
home to their families at the end of 
their shift”. (Vincent Siau, managing director)

Alsico is both the seed company as well as part of the 

Alsico Group, which operates worldwide. The members 

of the group are autonomous business units that serve 

local markets. In recent years, through steady growth 

and expansion, Alsico Group became a global player with 

impressive figures.

•   Angle-right 20 production units

•   10 business units

•   7500 employees

•   350.000 units produced per week

•   Angle-right 250 million euros turnover

•   Distribution on all continents

4 PROTECTIVE / Alsico Group
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Sustainability is 
a doing word
Alsico defines sustainability as impact management:

We acknowledge and measure the impact of our activities on people and the environment. With the aim of eliminating  

the negative impact and increasing the positive effects. We do this on three levels:

1. Product: by choosing fabrics and materials based on their lifecycle/impact

2. Company: by having our impact management verified by third parties

3. Supply chain: by means of a transparent production chain that enables us to know all the risks

We link all our actions to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s). 

Alsico goes for: 

SDG 8 SDG 12 SDG 13SDG 3

Design that is based on the needs of the wearer causes a longer life span of the clothing. 

Example: the movement comfort of stretch and A-move (p. 20).

We select raw materials based on their life cycle: low impact + long-term use.  

Example: the comfort and low water usage of the Tencel fibre.

From the design stage, we consider how the raw materials qualify for recycling.

Example: the end-of-life solutions that Alsico offers you (p. 10).

We personalise the clothing and simplify repair.

ALSICO CIRCULAIR

LEGEND OF STANDARDS  

1

2

4

3

We offer circular solutions for your workwear.

The circular economy intends to keep products and raw materials at their highest value in the chain for as long as 

possible. Our performance-based ecodesign consists of four steps:

EN ISO 20471 + A1:2016: European standard 
for high visibility clothing.

EN ISO 11612: 2015: Protection against heat 
and fire. Class A to F, including protection 
against aluminium (class D3) and  
metal splash (class E3).

EN 13034 +A1: 2009: Protection against 
small quantities of liquid chemicals. EN ISO 11611: 2015: Protection during 

welding and similar work (Class 1 and 2).

IEC 61340-4-9: 2016: Protection against 
electrostatic charge build-up that is harmful 
to products (ESD).

EN 510:1993: Protection against the hazard 
of entanglement with moving parts.

EN 1149-5: 2018: Protection for  
the prevention of electrostatic risks in 
hazardous areas (ATEX).

IEC 61482-2: 2018: Protection against  
the thermal hazards of an electric arc. EN 14404: Protection when working in  

a kneeling position.
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Alsico is the first to offer entirely CO2-neutral workwear. 

First, we measured our CO2 footprint. Both that of our production (energy, transport) as well as the emissions caused by 

our raw materials. Next, our internal CO2 action groups defined 10 actions.

•   Increase the ratio of sustainable fabrics to 50% by 2021

•   Take back all workwear produced by us for recycling

•   Move to a CO2-neutral building

•   Concentrate our production in Tunisia

•   Create better access to sustainable mobility for workers

•   Re-assess packaging instructions

•   Select forwarders based on their CO2 emissions

•   Reduce packaging (cardboard) + use sustainable materials

•   Energy efficient office

•   Print and copy-policy

The remaining emissions from our production and fabrics we purchase are compensated by means of our own tree 

nursery in Madagascar.

Alsico screens the risks throughout the production chain.

The production units where we manufacture our clothes are our property. This means that we have full control over 

and responsibility for the working conditions of our employees. In order to determine the social risks further down the 

chain (weaving mills, spinning mills, fibre producers), we have our suppliers sign a strict code of conduct based on the 

eight fundamental ILO conventions and the UN Guidelines on Business and Humans Rights. Thanks to a survey of our 

suppliers, we also know where our raw materials come from in 75% of cases. This screening allows us to avoid the risks 

of human and social rights violations further downstream.

ALSICO CARBON NEUTRAL

HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE

Alsico has its own tree nursery in the south of Madagascar.
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End-of-life solutions
LANSINK’S LADDER

We do this through our collaboration with NGOs, such as 

LetUsChange and Wereldmissiehulp (World Mission Aid).

Processed into insulation materials - 0.35 euro/kg.

Wootex Circular Composite for furniture - 0.75 euro/kg.

Conversion to biomass for energy - 0.35 euro/kg.

We don’t do it.

We don’t do that either.

A  Prevention 

B  Re-use

C  Recycling

D  Energy

E  Incinerate

F  Rubbish dump



We do this all the time by means of our 

performance-based ecodesign.
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UNISEX JACKET / Geiger

Food
Our clothing for the food sector fits perfectly within the self-monitoring 
system imposed by HACCP regulations. When determining the right cloth-
ing, the most important thing is to correctly assess the risks to which the 
food product is exposed. For every risk, be it “maximum”, “high” or “low”, 
we can offer a solution.

Unisex food jacket - reverse collar, can be closed up to the top 
- hanging loop - front closure with concealed press studs -  
1 inside pocket at chest height with press stud - raglan sleeves 
with press stud closure. 

                                                                         

      65%/35% PES/CO - 245 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

1005586

13

Lapel collar closes  
all the way to  
the top

Front closure  
with concealed  
press studs

Inside pocket

Food / PROTECTIVE
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Food

PROTECTIVE / Food



LADIES COAT / Elisha

Ladies food dust coat - reverse collar, can be closed up to 
the top - hanging loop - front closure with concealed press 
studs - 2 side pockets in side seam - raglan sleeves with 
press stud closure.

                                                                         

      65%/35% PES/CO - 245 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

UNISEX JACKET / Celsius

Unisex food dust coat - reverse collar, can be closed up to 
the top - hanging loop - front closure with concealed press 
studs - 1 inside pocket at chest height with press stud - 
raglan sleeves with press stud closure.

                                                                         

      65%/35% PES/CO - 245 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

1003938 1007003

Food / PROTECTIVEFood / PROTECTIVE

OVERALL / Fischer
Food overall - reverse collar, can be closed up to the top -  
hanging loop - front closure with concealed press studs -  
1 inside pocket at chest height with press stud - 2 vertical  
integrated side pockets - 2 slits - raglan sleeves with press  
stud closure.

                                                                          

      65%/35% PES/CO - 245 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

1004207

MEN’S TROUSERS / 
Howe
Men’s food trousers - belt fastener closed at the front with 
press studs - fly with press studs - 2 inserted vertical side 
pockets.

                                                                         

      65%/35% PES/CO - 245 g/m²

        36-64

1004679

Wearer comfort, identity and safety go hand in hand. In order to 

optimally serve female professionals, we have created a ladies 

blouson and trousers for all protection categories. This means 

that from now on no woman will have to put herself into a too-

large or ill-fitting suit to be able to do her demanding job. Our 

ladies versions feature a smart female fit with a focus on high 

wearing comfort. All designs are available on request.

ALL PROTECTION 
TAILORED TO THE FEMALE 
PROFESSIONAL
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MEN’S TROUSERS / Kiran

Sturdy Hi-Vis trousers - preformed, modern fit - elasticated waistband with 
button holes - closure with jeans button and zippered fly - 2 spacious, slotted side 
pockets - thigh leg pocket with crease, stitched phone pocket in Cordura®, closes 
with a flap - double yardstick pocket - 2 spacious back pockets with flap and 
crease, reinforced with Cordura® - preformed, closable knee pockets in  
Cordura® - stretch insert in the back for extra ease of movement - 3 reflective 
bands around each leg for EN ISO 20471 class 2 extendable trouser legs -  
industrially washable.

                                                                          

 
                                         

      85% polyester / 15% cotton - 270 g/m² (HiVis) 
           65% polyester / 35% cotton - 245 g/m² (contrast)

        38-64 

1030970

1030964 1030965 1030966 1030967 1030968 1030969

1030963

17

Stretch in 
the back for extra 
ease of movement

Thigh pocket with 
extra pockets 
for mobile phone 
and pen

Extendable 
trouser legs

Spacious integrated 
side pockets

Preformed closable   
knee pockets in 

Cordura®

Hi-Vis
All our high visibility clothing complies with the EN ISO 20471:2013 stand-
ard. This guarantees increased visibility for the wearer, both at night and 
during the day. With this in mind, the chosen materials meet the highest 
demands in terms of colour fastness, reflection, luminance factor, wash 
and sweat fastness. 
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SOFTSHELL / Makani  
Trendy unisex softshell - detachable hood - front zipper closure to 
top of collar - 2 zipped side pockets with reflective accents - raglan 
sleeves adjustable at bottom with press studs - segmented  
reflective bands on front, back and arms - conforms to EN ISO 
20471 class 2 - industrially washable.

                                                                           

      trilaminate in 100% polyester - 240 g/m² 
           lining: 100% polyester - 67 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

MEN’S JACKET / Lito
Hi-Vis men’s jacket - modern fit - rounded stand-up collar - front 
closure with studs, ECO design - zipped chest pocket - 2 spacious 
side pockets - stretch inserts in shoulders and elbows - reflective 
banding on shoulder, back and sleeves for EN ISO 20471 class 
2- long sleeves with elasticated sleeve ends - reflective piping - 
industrially washable.

                                                                          

 
                                         

      85% polyester / 15% cotton - 270 g/m² (HiVis) 
           65% polyester / 35% cotton - 245 g/m² (contrast)

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

MEN’S BIB&BRACE / Lux
Bicolor bib&brace - preformed, modern fit - bib with pocket and flap 
+ small pocket with zipper closure - stretch suspenders in tricot, 
adjustable with clasp - raised back - one wide belt loop on the back 
- zippered fly - 2 spacious, slotted side pockets - thigh leg pocket 
with crease, stitched phone pocket in Cordura®, closes with a flap - 
double yardstick pocket - 2 spacious back pockets with flap and  
crease, reinforced with Cordura® - preformed, closable knee  
pockets in Cordura® - stretch insert in the back for extra ease of  
movement - 3 reflective bands around each leg for EN ISO 20471 
class 2 - Extendable trouser legs - industrially washable.

                                                                          

 
                                         

      85% polyester / 15% cotton - 270 g/m² (HiVis) 
           65% polyester / 35% cotton - 245 g/m² (contrast)

        38-64

1030994 1030987

1030986 1030979

1022723 1022716

1030988 1030989 1030990 1030991 1030992 1030993

1030980 1030981 1030982 1030983 1030984 1030985

PROTECTIVE / Hi-Vis18
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T-SHIRT / Lior 

Hi-Vis short-sleeved t-shirt - collar in grey rib quality - 
chest pocket - segmented reflective bands on shoulders, 
front and back – conforms to EN ISO 20471 class 2.

                                                                           

      100% polyester - 130 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

HAT / H9259 

Fluo hat in fleece fabric - reversible: fluo side with  
reflective piping, the other side in a solid contrast colour.

                                                                          

      100% polyester fleece

        unique size

1026329 10106071030776 1010606

Hi-Vis 



We paid special attention to fitting and shaping, as we did with 

the Olympus collection, our new workwear. Just two words, 

but they hide an entire process of matching fabric and cut with 

each other for maximum comfort. The incorporation of pieces 

of stretch fabric or the preforming of legs or elbows effectively 

leads to improved wearing comfort. What’s more, it gives the 

designs a fashionable and athletic look at the same time.

THE RIGHT FABRIC IN 
THE RIGHT SHAPE FOR 
MAXIMUM COMFORT

PROTECTIVE / Hi-Vis20
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LADIES JACKET / Alora
Hi-Vis ladies jacket - ladies fit - rounded stand-up collar - front 
closure with studs, ECO design - zipped chest pocket - 2 spacious 
side pockets - stretch inserts in shoulders and elbows - reflective 
banding on shoulder, back and sleeves for EN ISO 20471 class 
2- long sleeves with elasticated sleeve ends - reflective piping - 
industrially washable.

                                           

      85% polyester / 15% cotton - 270 g/m² (HiVis) 
           65% polyester / 35% cotton - 245 g/m² (contrast)

        30 pcs

LADIES TROUSERS / Clara
Cool pair of Hi-Vis ladies trousers - preformed, modern fit -  
elasticated waistband with button holes - closure with jeans button 
and zippered fly - 2 spacious, slotted side pockets - thigh leg pocket 
with crease, stitched phone pocket in Cordura®, closes with a flap - 
double yardstick pocket - 2 spacious back pockets with flap and  
crease, reinforced with Cordura® - preformed, closable knee  
pockets in Cordura® - stretch insert in the back for extra ease of  
movement - 3 reflective bands around each leg for EN ISO 20471 
class 2 extendable trouser legs - industrially washable.

                                           

      85% polyester / 15% cotton - 270 g/m² (HiVis) 
           65% polyester / 35% cotton - 245 g/m² (contrast)

        36-56

1030995 1030996 1030997 1030998 1030999 1031000 1031001 1031002

1030954 1030955 1030956 1030957 1030958 1030959 1030960 1030961

23Hi-Vis / PROTECTIVE
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MEN’S TROUSERS / Volcano

Multirisk trousers - preformed, modern fit - belt with button elastic -  
closure with jeans button and zippered fly - 2 large, straight side pockets - 
thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap 
and concealed press studs - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large back 
pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and closed with flap and concealed 
press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric -  
extendable trouser legs - piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                          

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        38-64

1030939 1030940

25

Preformed 
closable knee 

pockets in 
main fabric

Thigh pocket with 
extra mobile phone 
pocket under flap

Stitching in  
contrast colour

Straight integrated 
side pockets

Extendable 
trouser legs

Multirisk Standard / PROTECTIVE

Multirisk Standard
Risks rarely come alone. Hence our efforts to combine different types of 
protection. These multirisk trousers and jackets offer protection against 
welding spatter and grinding sparks (EN ISO 11611: 2015 - Class 1 A1), 
electric arc class 2 (IEC 61482 - 2:2009, class 1), electrostatic properties 
(EN 1149 – 5: 2018), heat and fire (EN ISO 11612:2015, A1, B1, C1, D0, E0, 
F1) and small quantities of liquid chemicals (EN 13034 +A1: 2009 type 6).

Except for polo’s and t-shirts (EN ISO 11612 & 1149-5)
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Multirisk Standard

MEN’S BIB&BRACE / Lahar
Multirisk bib&brace - preformed, modern fit - bib with pocket + small  
pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - stretch straps in jersey,  
adjustable with clip closure - high back - stretch material in the sides - one 
wide belt loop on the back - zipped fly - 2 large straight side pockets - thigh 
pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and 
snaps - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with  
expansion slits, reinforced and closed with flap and snaps - preformed,  
closable knee pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - piping in 
accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                          

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        38-64

1030947 1030948

JACKET / Lava 

Multirisk men’s jacket - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - 
front closure with concealed press studs, ECO design - inside 
zipped pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping 
in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

OVERALL / Strato 

Multirisk overall - redesigned fit - upright, rounded collar - front 
zip closure with concealed zip and press studs - inside zipped 
pocket - tunnel elastic - 2 side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping 
in accent colour - thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile 
phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs -  
double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 spacious back pockets with  
expansion slits, reinforced and closed with flap and concealed 
press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric -  
extendable trouser legs - industrially washable.

                                                                         

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030937 1030949 10309511030938
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Multirisk Standard

LADIES TROUSERS / Caldera
Multirisk ladies trousers - preformed, modern fit - belt with button 
elastic - closure with jeans button and zippered fly - 2 large, straight 
side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone  
pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - double yardstick 
pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with expansion slit, reinforced 
and closed with flap and concealed press studs - preformed,  
closable knee pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs -  
piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                     

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        36-56

1030941 1030942

JACKET / Curtis 

Men’s vest with lapel collar, closable all the way up - front 
closure with hidden press studs - 1 inside pocket at chest 
height - 2 side pockets with flap, practical pull tags in  
accent colour and concealed press studs -  
industrially washable.

                                                                        

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

TROUSERS / Baekeland 

Trousers with concealed jeans button - fly with concealed 
press studs - 2 straight side pockets with colour accent -  
1 back pocket with flap, handy pull tags and concealed 
press studs - 1 yardstick pocket with flap.

                                                                        

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m²

        38-64

1009078 1008699

LADIES JACKET / Vei
Multirisk ladies jacket - modern ladies’ fit - upright, rounded collar 
- front closure with hidden press studs, ECO design - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed press studs 
- long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in accent colour - 
industrially washable.

                                     

       54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
            79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 260 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1030945 1030946

POLO FR/AS / Fuoco 

Flame-retardant and antistatic, long-sleeve polo shirt - 
polo collar and placket with 3 concealed press studs - top 
of back and shoulders doubled in main fabric.

                                                                        

      60% modacrylic / 34% cotton / 4% polyamide /  
           2% carbon - 280 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

T-SHIRT FR/AS / Magma 

Flame-retardant and antistatic, long-sleeve t-shirt - round 
collar in main fabric - top of back and shoulders doubled in 
main fabric.

                                                                        

      60% modacrylic / 34% cotton / 4% polyamide /  
           2% carbon - 230 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

10105731010827
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MEN’S JACKET / Kai

Multirisk men’s jacket - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front closure 
with concealed press studs, ECO design - inside zipped pocket - 2 spacious 
side pockets with flap and concealed press studs - reflective straps on 
shoulder, front, back and sleeves - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - 
reflective piping - industrially washable.

                                                                          

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m² 
           38% modacrylic / 32% polyester FR / 28% cotton / 2% carbon -  
           300 g/m² (HiVis orange)

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030920 1031046

Reflective  
bands acc. to  
EN ISO 20471

Inside pocket  
with zipper

Reflective tape on 
the shoulders

Reflective piping

Sleeve cuff with 
integrated elasticMultirisk Hi-Vis

Avoiding hazards on public roads, at night or in bad weather is a matter 
of seeing and being seen. This is why we offer Hi-Vis versions (EN ISO 
20471 + A1: 2016 - Class 2 (Overall = Class 3)) in addition to the other 
types of protection. More specifically, protection against welding spatter 
and grinding sparks (EN ISO 11611: 2015 - Class 1 A1), Class 2 electric arc 
(IEC 61482-2: 2009 - Class 1), electrostatic properties (EN 1149-5: 2018), 
heat and fire EN ISO 11612: 2015 (A1, B1, C1, D0, E0, F1) and protection 
against liquid chemicals (EN 13034 +A1: 2009 type 6).
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Multirisk Hi-Vis

PROTECTIVE / Multirisk Hi-Vis

DUST COAT / Pele
Multirisk dust coat - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front 
closure with hidden press studs, ECO design - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed press 
studs - reflective straps on shoulder, front, back and sleeves 
- long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - reflective piping - 
industrially washable.

                                     

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m² 
           38% modacrylic / 32% polyester FR / 28% cotton /  
           2% carbon - 300 g/m² (HiVis orange)

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

OVERALL / Blaze
Hi-Vis multirisk overall - redesigned fit - upright, rounded collar - 
front zip closure with concealed zip and press studs - inside zipped 
pocket - tunnel elastic - 2 side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - reflective tapes on shoulder, front, back, sleeves and 
legs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - reflective piping 
- thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed 
with flap and concealed press studs - double yardstick pocket with 
flap - 2 spacious back pockets with expansion slits, reinforced and 
closed with flap and hidden press studs - preformed, closable knee  
pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - industrially 
washable.

                                     

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m² 
           38% modacrylic / 32% polyester FR / 28% cotton /  
           2% carbon- 300 g/m² (HiVis orange)

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

LADIES TROUSERS / Enya:  LADIES JACKET / Aurora:  

1030923 1031042

1030919

1030914 10309221031045 1031047

1031043

MEN’S BIB&BRACE / Spark
Hi-Vis multirisk bib&brace - preformed, modern fit - bib with pocket + 
small pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - stretch straps 
in jersey, adjustable with clip closure - high back - stretch material in 
the sides - one wide belt loop on the back - zipped fly - 2 large straight 
side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, 
closed with flap and snaps - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large 
back pockets with expansion slits, reinforced and closed with flap and 
snaps - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric - 3 reflective 
bands around each leg for EN ISO 20471 class 2 - extendable trouser legs 
- industrially washable.

                                                                          

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon- 320 g/m² 
           38% modacrylic / 32% polyester FR / 28% cotton / 2% carbon  
           - 300 g/m² (HiVis orange)

        38-64

1030924 1031041

SOFTSHELL / Phoenix 

Hi-Vis multirisk softshell jacket - straight collar - front 
fastening with concealed zipper and Velcro® - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 large side pockets with concealed zipper -  
segmented reflective bands on shoulder, front, back and 
sleeves - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic -  
reflective piping - industrially washable.

                                                                        

      47% modacrylic / 37% cotton /12% PU /  
           2% polyamide / 1% carbon / 1% EA - 340 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

MEN’S TROUSERS / Afi 

Hi-Vis multirisk trousers - preformed, modern fit - belt with 
button elastic - closure with jeans button and zippered fly -  
2 large, straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion 
slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concea-
led press studs - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large 
back pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee 
pockets in main fabric -3 reflective bands around each leg 
for EN ISO 20471 class 2 - extendable trouser legs - piping  
in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                          

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% carbon - 320 g/m² 
           38% modacrylic / 32% polyester FR / 28% cotton /  
           2% carbon - 300 g/m² (HiVis orange)

        38-64

10309151030913 1031048
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BIB&BRACE / Lipari

35

Bib&brace - preformed, modern fit - bib with pocket + small pocket, closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - stretch straps in jersey, adjustable with clip 
closure - high back - stretch material in the sides - one wide belt loop on the back 
- zipped fly - 2 large straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and 
mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - double yardstick 
pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with expansion slits, reinforced and closed 
with flap and snaps - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric - extendable 
trouser legs - piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      100% cotton FR - 335 g/m²

        38-64

1031004

Stretch piece in  
the sides

Thigh pocket with 
extra mobile phone 
pocket under flap 

Bib with  
2 pockets

Yardstick pocket 
with flap

Stretch suspenders

Class I Welders / PROTECTIVE

Class I Welders 
Welders know to be aware of the impact of sparks and splashes in their 
daily routine. Should a spark still escape their notice, these clothes will 
keep the danger out. These trousers and jackets are designed for protec-
tion in welding applications and situations with a low hazard of sparks and 
radiant heat, the EN ISO 11611:2015 class 1 A1. They also offer protection 
against heat and fire acc. EN ISO 11612: 2015 (A1, B1, C1, D0, E0, F1).
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Class I Welders

MEN’S JACKET / Thomson
Men’s jacket with lapel collar, closable all the way up - front 
closure with concealed press studs - 1 inside pocket at chest 
height - 2 side pockets with flap and concealed press studs - 
royal blue accents on the flaps - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      100% cotton - 335 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

MEN’S TROUSERS / Nobel
Trousers with concealed jeans button - fly with concealed press 
studs - 2 straight side pockets with royal blue accent - 1 back 
pocket with flap and concealed press studs - 1 yardstick pocket 
with flap - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      100% cotton - 335 g/m²

        38-64

1009077

1008698

LADIES TROUSERS / Krakatau: LADIES JACKET / Tambora: 
1030858 1030856

OVERALL / Salina
Overall - redesigned fit - upright, rounded collar - front zip closure 
with concealed zip and press studs - inside zipped pocket - tunnel 
elastic - 2 side pockets with flap and concealed press studs - long 
sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in accent colour - thigh 
pocket with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap 
and concealed press studs - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 spa-
cious back pockets with expansion slits, reinforced and closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets in 
main fabric - extendable trouser legs - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      100% cotton - 335 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030859

TROUSERS / Panarea 

Trousers - preformed, modern fit - belt with button elastic 
- closure with jeans button and zippered fly - 2 large, 
straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and 
mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press 
studs - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large back 
pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee 
pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - piping in 
accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                        

      100% cotton - 335 g/m²

        38-64

JACKET / Stromboli 

Men’s jacket - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front 
closure with hidden press studs, ECO design - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - 
piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                        

      100% cotton - 335 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

10308551030857
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TROUSERS / Vesuvius

Trousers - preformed, modern fit - belt with button elastic - closure with 
jeans button and zippered fly - 2 large, straight side pockets - thigh pocket 
with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed 
press studs - double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with 
expansion slit, reinforced and closed with flap and concealed press studs - 
preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs 
- piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 450 g/m²

        38-64

1030860

Thigh pocket with 
extra mobile 
phone pocket 
under flap

Extendable 
trouser legs

Yardstick pocket  
with flap

Straight integrated 
side pockets

Class II Welders  
For heavy and demanding welding and grinding work, we have developed 
a jacket and trousers that meet the Class 2 standard for welders (EN ISO 
11611: 2015 Class 2 A1) and EN ISO 11612: 2015 (A1, B1, C1, D0, E0, F1). 
This suit helps to avoid the risk of welding spatter, sparks and radiant 
heat from welding, while allowing you to carry out your tasks with ease. An 
entire work day long.
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Class II Welders 

OVERALL / Fuji
Overall - redesigned fit - upright, rounded collar - front zip 
closure with concealed zip and press studs - inside zipped 
pocket - tunnel elastic - 2 side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping 
in accent colour - thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile 
phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - 
double yardstick pocket with flap - 2 spacious back pockets with 
expansion slits, reinforced and closed with flap and concealed 
press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric - 
extendable trouser legs - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 450 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

JACKET / Etna
Men’s jacket - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front  
closure with concealed press studs, ECO design - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed press 
studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in 
accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon - 450 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030868

1030863

LADIES TROUSERS / Augustine: LADIES JACKET / Hekla: 
1030861 1030866



For the correct protection, a prior risk analysis is imperative. 

One of the factors that play a role is the location and the exact 

circumstances of the work. For heavy and demanding welding 

and grinding work on large shipyards, we have developed a jacket 

and trousers that meet the Class 2 standard for welders (EN 

ISO 11611 Class 2). This suit helps to avoid the risk of welding 

spatter, sparks and radiant heat from welding, while allowing you 

to carry out your work with ease. An entire work day long.

WELDING PROTECTION  
CLASS 2 FOR HEAVY 
WELDING AND  
GRINDING WORK

BIB&BRACE / Santorini
Bib&brace - preformed, modern fit - bib with pocket + small pocket, closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - stretch straps in jersey, adjustable with clip 
closure - high back - stretch material in the sides - one wide belt loop on the back 
- zipped fly - 2 large straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and 
mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - double  
yardstick pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with expansion slits, reinforced 
and closed with flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee  
pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - piping in accent colour -  
industrially washable.

                                                                         

      79% cotton FR / 20% polyester / 1% carbon- 450 g/m²

        38-64

1031003
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TROUSERS / Helios

Trousers - protection against aluminium and metal splashes - preformed, 
modern fit - belt with button elastic - closure with jeans button and zippered 
fly - 2 large, straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and mobile 
phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - double yardstick  
pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and 
closed with flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets 
in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - piping in accent colour -  
industrially washable.

                                                                         

      54% viscose FR / 20% wool / 20% polyamide / 5% aramid /  
           1% carbon - 375 g/m²

        38-64

1030930

Spacious back pockets 
closable with flaps  
and press studs

Preformed knee  
pockets in  
main fabric

Yardstick pocket 
with flap

Extendable 
trouser legs

Aluminium and Metal Splashes / PROTECTIVE

Aluminium and 
Metal Splashes 
Metal workers work in a particularly demanding environment. Their functions 
and tasks also require more and more versatility. We have designed a suit in 
flame-retardant material that meets both protection against metal (EN ISO 
11612:2015 - Class E3) as well as aluminium splashes. (EN ISO 11612:2015 
– Class D3). The same suit also offers protection for Class 2 welders (EN ISO 
11611:2015 Class 2).
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Aluminium and Metal Splashes

Aluminium and Metal Splashes / PROTECTIVE



Demanding functions involve risks, often several at once. For professionals in the metal industry who also perform welding 

and cutting work, we have designed a suit that meets both protection against metal (EN ISO 11612:2015 - Class E3) as well 

as aluminium splashes (EN ISO 11612:2015 – Class D3). The same suit also complies with the Class 2 standard for welders 

(EN ISO 11611 Class II), especially protection in situations where the risk of sparks and radiant heat is significantly higher.

COMBINED PROTECTION:  
ALUMINIUM AND METAL SPLASHES PLUS CLASS II 
WELDING PROTECTION IN ONE

44

JACKET / Vesta
Men’s jacket - protection against aluminium and metal splashes 
- modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front closure with  
concealed press studs, ECO design - inside zipped pocket -  
2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed press studs 
- long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in accent 
colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      54% viscose FR / 20% wool / 20% polyamide /  
           5% aramid / 1% carbon - 375 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030931

PROTECTIVE / Aluminium and Metal Splashes
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TROUSERS / Bolt

Trousers - protection against electric arc class II - ATPV value = 26,6 cal/cm² - 
preformed, modern fit - belt with button elastic - closure with jeans button and  
zippered fly - 2 large, straight side pockets - thigh pocket with expansion slit and  
mobile phone pocket, closed with flap and concealed press studs - double yardstick 
pocket with flap - 2 large back pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and closed with 
flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee pockets in main fabric - 
extendable trouser legs - piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% antistatic (outer fabric) &  
           45% modacrylic / 35% cotton / 18% polyamide / 2% carbon (lining) - 480 g/m²

        38-64

1030927

Spacious thigh pocket 
with mobile phone 
pocket

Trousers closure with 
jeans button and zipper

Wide belt loops

Contrast piping in 
accent colourArc Class II

Our new electric arc-resistant clothing not only meets the standard IEC 
61482-2: 2018 - Class 2, it also has a particularly high ATPV value of 26.6 cal/
cm². It is fully designed to optimally protect the wearer against the thermal 
dangers caused by an electric arc. At the same time, this clothing insulates 
against the intense heat, in accordance with EN ISO 11612: 2015 (A1, A2, 
B1, C1, D0, E0, F1), offering protection for Class 2 welders - EN ISO 11611: 
2015 - Class 2 A1 A2 and against electrostatic risks in hazardous areas - EN 
1149-5: 2018 – plus protection against small quantities of chemicals - EN 
13034 +A1: 2009 type 6.
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Arc Class II 

JACKET / Sonic
Men’s jacket - protection against electric arc class 2 - ATPV  
value = 26,6 cal/cm² - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - 
front closure with concealed press studs, ECO design - inside 
zipped pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed 
press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic -  
piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% antistatic 
           (outer fabric) & 45% modacrylic / 35% cotton /  
           18% polyamide / 2% carbon (lining) - 480 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030928

Optimal protection should be accessible to everyone. With this principle in mind we decided to offer from stock a suit that 

provides protection against a Class II electric arc (IEC 61482-2: 2018). Both trousers and vest are made from a fabric combi-

nation that achieves an ATPV value of 26.6 cal/cm2. ATPV (or Arc Thermal Performance Value) corresponds to the maximum 

thermal incident energy (cal/cm²) that a material can withstand to protect the wearer against second-degree burns. With an 

ATPV of 26.6 CAL/cm2 we offer an extremely high protection standard.



ELECTRIC ARC PROTECTION WITH  
TOP ATPV VALUE
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DUST COAT / Flash
Dust coat - protection against electric arc class 2 - ATPV value = 
26,6 cal/cm² - modern fit - upright, rounded collar - front  
closure with concealed press studs, ECO design - inside zipped 
pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap and concealed press 
studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in 
accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      54% modacrylic / 44% cotton / 2% antistatic  
           (outer fabric) & 45% modacrylic / 35% cotton /  
           18% polyamide / 2% carbon (lining) - 480 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030929
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DUST COAT / Mendelejev

Dust coat - protection against chemical splashes - modern fit - 
upright, rounded collar - front closure with concealed press studs, 
ECO design - inside zipped pocket - 2 spacious side pockets with flap 
and concealed press studs - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs and elastic 
- piping in accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      67% polyester / 33% cotton - 240 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

1030935

53

Straight collar that 
closes to the top

Very spacious side 
pockets that close  
with flap and  
press studs

Sleeve cuff  
with integrated 

elastic piece

Inside pocket at  
chest level 
with zipper

Chemical Protection / PROTECTIVE

Chemical 
Protection 
Just splashes or tiny amounts of chemicals are often enough to cause mis-
ery. Those who work in an environment where - even limited - contact with 
chemicals is possible will benefit from protective clothing that complies with 
standard EN13034 +A1: 2009 type 6. This clothing will protect you adequate-
ly as long as it concerns splashes or small amounts that do not require full 
body protection.
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JACKET / Pasteur
Men’s jacket - protection against chemical splashes - modern 
fit - upright, rounded collar - front closure with concealed press 
studs, ECO design - inside zipped pocket - 2 spacious side 
pockets with flap and concealed press studs - long sleeves with 
sleeve cuffs and elastic - piping in accent colour -  
industrially washable.

                                                                         

      67% polyester / 33% cotton - 240 g/m²

        S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL / XXXXL

TROUSERS / Faraday
Trousers - protection against chemical splashes - preformed, 
modern fit - belt with button elastic - closure with jeans button 
and zippered fly - 2 large, straight side pockets - thigh pocket 
with expansion slit and mobile phone pocket, closed with flap 
and concealed press studs - double yardstick pocket with flap -  
2 large back pockets with expansion slit, reinforced and closed 
with flap and concealed press studs - preformed, closable knee 
pockets in main fabric - extendable trouser legs - piping in 
accent colour - industrially washable.

                                                                         

      67% polyester / 33% cotton - 240 g/m²

        38-64

1030934

1030933

PROTECTIVE / Chemical Protection
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DUST COAT / High Stat Coat

Unisex ESD dust coat - reverse collar - front closure with concealed 
press studs - 1 chest pocket on the left - 1 inside pocket at chest 
height on the right - 2 patched side pockets - inset sleeves, adjustable 
with press studs at the bottom - ESD Logo.

                                                                            

      85% polyester / 14% cotton / 1% carbon - 195 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1029061 1031116 1029307 1031117

Lapel collar

ESD logo

Front closure 
with concealed 
press studs

Adjustable 
sleeve cuff with 

press studs

Inside pocket

ESD
ESD clothing is recommended in electrostatic protection zones, especially 
in clean rooms and very dry environments. All our ESD clothing is pro-
duced to comply with the standard IEC 61340-4-9 Edition 2.0 2016-04. It is 
assembled according to ESD standards to minimize the negative effects of 
electrostatic fields or charges that may be present on a person’s clothing. 
Not only do we ensure a high level of protection for your products, but we 
also make sure that the wearer can comfortably carry out his or her tasks 
throughout a working day.
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ESD

TROUSERS /  
High Stat Trousers
Unisex trousers - belt strap with 5 belt loops, closed at the front 
with concealed button - 2 back pockets - thigh pocket with flap 
on left leg - double yardstick pocket on right leg - accents in 
royal blue - ESD Logo.

                                                                         

      85% polyester / 14% cotton / 1% carbon- 195 g/m²

        40-60

TROUSERS /  
High Stat Plus Trousers
Unisex trousers - belt strap with 5 belt loops, closed at the front 
with concealed button - 2 back pockets - thigh pocket with flap 
on left leg - double yardstick pocket on right leg - accents in 
royal blue - ESD Logo.

                                                                         

      68% polyester / 30,5% cotton / 1,5% carbon- 175 g/m²

        40-60

1031127

1031129

DUST COAT /  
High Stat Plus Coat
Unisex ESD dust coat - reverse collar - front closure with concealed 
press studs - 1 chest pocket on the left - 1 inside pocket at chest 
height on the right - 2 patched side pockets - inset sleeves,  
adjustable with press studs at the bottom - ESD Logo.

                                                                           

      68% polyester / 30,5% cotton / 1,5% carbon- 175 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1031122 1031123 1029460

JACKET / High Stat Jacket 

Unisex ESD jacket - straight collar - front closure with con-
cealed zipper and press studs - adjustable waistband with 
press studs - chest pocket left with zipper - chest pocket 
right with flap and concealed press studs - 2 side pockets 
with vertical zipper - inset sleeves - adjustable sleeve cuffs 
with press studs - accents in royal blue - ESD Logo.

                                                                        

      85% polyester / 14% cotton / 1% carbon - 195 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

JACKET /  
High Stat Plus Jacket 

Unisex ESD jacket - straight collar - front closure with con-
cealed zipper and press studs - adjustable waistband with 
press studs - chest pocket left with zipper - chest pocket 
right with flap and concealed press studs - 2 side pockets 
with vertical zipper - inset sleeves - adjustable sleeve cuffs 
with press studs - accents in royal blue - ESD Logo.

                                                                        

      68% polyester / 30,5% cotton / 1,5% carbon - 175 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1031125

1031126
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T-SHIRT /  
ESD Short Sleeve
Unisex t-shirt with black round neck - fitted with marking tag in 
the neck - short sleeves - ESD Logo.

                                                                           

      48% polyester / 48% cotton / 4% carbon- 220 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

T-SHIRT /  
ESD Long Sleeve
Unisex t-shirt with black round neck - fitted with marking tag in 
the neck - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs in ESD rib - ESD Logo.

                                                                           

      48% polyester / 48% cotton / 4% carbon- 220 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1031133

1031137

1028642

1031138

1031136

1028644



PROTECTIVE / ESD 62 63ESD / PROTECTIVE

SWEATER /  
Sweater ESD
Unisex sweater with black round neck - fitted with marking tag in 
the neck - long sleeves with sleeve cuffs in ESD rib - waist hem in 
ESD rib - ESD Logo.

                                                                          

      34% polyester / 65% cotton / 1% carbon - 300 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1031139 1028646

POLO /  
ESD Short Sleeve
Unisex polo - polo collar and placket with 3 buttons - fitted with 
marking tag in the neck - short sleeves - ESD Logo.

                                                                           

      48% polyester / 48% cotton / 4% carbon- 220 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

POLO /  
ESD Long Sleeve
Unisex polo - polo collar and placket with 3 buttons - fitted with 
marking tag in the neck - long sleeves with sleeve cuff in ESD 
rib - ESD Logo.

                                                                           

      48% polyester / 48% cotton / 4% carbon- 220 g/m²

        XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

1031142

1031144

1029059

1031145

1031143

1031146
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Pick your colors
1   FOOD

White

2   HI-VIS 

Hi-Vis orange

Hi-Vis yellow

Charcoal grey

Navy

Bottle green

Royal blue

5   MULTIRISK HIVIS 

Hi-Vis orange

Hi-Vis yellow

Navy

Charcoal grey

Royal blue

6   CLASS I WELDERS  

Graphite grey

Orange

Red

Royal blue

Navy

9   ARC CLASS 2

Mid grey

Charcoal grey

Orange

Royal blue

Navy

7   CLASS II WELDERS  

Black

Mouse grey

Orange

Red

Royal blue

Navy

10   CHEMICAL PROTECTION

White

Convoy grey

Black

Hi-Vis orange

Hi-Vis yellow

Royal blue

Navy

11   ESD

White

Mid grey

Royal blue

Clear blue

Black

Grey

8   ALUMINIUM AND METAL SPLASHES

Mid grey

Postman grey

Orange

Red

Royal blue

Navy

3   MULTIRISK STANDARD /   
        modacrylic/cotton

Mid grey

Charcoal grey

Orange

Royal blue

Navy

4   MULTIRISK STANDARD /   
        cotton FR/polyester

Black

Mouse grey

Orange

Red

Royal blue

Navy

Size table
measured on person

MEN’S TROUSERS

Size BE 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64

Size NL 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

To fit waist 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

To fit hips 98 102 106 110 114 118 123 127 131 135 139 143 148

LADIES TOPS, JACKETS

Size 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

To fit chest 84 88 92 96 100 104 110 116 122 128 134 140 146

To fit hips 96 100 104 108 112 117 122 127 132 137 142 147 152

MEN’S TOPS, JACKETS, COVERALL

Size 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

To fit chest 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136

LADIES TROUSERS

Size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

XS S M L XL 2XL

To fit waist 74 78 82 86 90 94 98 104 110 116 122 128

To fit hips 90 94 98 101 105 109 112 119 124 130 136 142

CHEST

WAIST

HIP

CHEST

WAIST
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